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Suculent 

"A Play of Food & Art"

One of the most popular restaurant's of the city, Suculent comes most

recommended for the discerning patron. It's archaic door opens up to

reveal an intimate setting that exudes an old-world charm. Accentuated

with wooden furnishings and illuminated with quaint lamp shades, the

restaurant is designed to slow down the worries of city life. This rhythm is

then carried into their cuisine as well which focuses on delighting your

palate to slow-cooked dishes. With an innovative menu, Suculent keeps

their food interesting and versatile. The sheer plating as well as the play of

textures and flavors sets their food apart from the contemporaries making

it a must-visit for those who appreciate nuances of Mediterranean cuisine.

 +34 93 443 6579  suculent.com/  suculent@suculent.com  Rambla del Raval 43,

Barcelona

 by Jennifer   

Gresca 

"Romantic & Imaginative"

This small and stylish restaurant in L'Eixample is perfect for a date night

out in the city. The food is particularly attractive to foodies with an

advanced palette due to the chef's imaginative dishes that stretch the

traditional roles of Spanish cuisine. The tasting menu is highly

recommended as it gives diners a good perspective on the overall concept

of this trendy restaurant. The octopus carpaccio and house-marinated

fresh anchovies are a must-try as are many of the Spanish wines offered

on the selective wine menu. The atmosphere is romantic, dim and quiet.

 +34 34 934 51 61 93  Carrer de Provença 230, Barcelona

 by e_calamar   

Manairó 

"Innovative Haute Cuisine"

Get a load of Spanish innovation at Manairó. Savor everything from

healthy salads to juicy meats, vegetarian dishes to yummy desserts. Daily

specials and loads of experimental preparations are featured on the menu

regularly. Each item on the menu has the makings of a signature dish. The

competent culinary crew presents to you dishes which represent a

balanced approach of local cuisine and international refinement and

finesse. The question is: which one do you want to endorse?

 +34 93 231 0057  www.manairo.com/  info@manairo.com  Carrer de la Diputació 424,

Barcelona
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 by Moritz Barcelona   

Velódromo 

"Legendary Barcelona Cafe"

Located in the L'Eixample district, this famous restaurant is typical of a

French brasserie, and is known to serve some really unique breakfast

dishes. Loved by the majority of locals and tourists, Velódromo has a

relaxed ambiance, which is perfect for a quiet afternoon lunch with family.

Among all their preparations, the ones that customers love the most

include the Iberian ham, croissants, a variety of tapas and their Capipota a

la Catalana.

 +34 934 30 6022  moritz.com/en/section/el-

veldromo-0

 Calle Muntaner 213, Barcelona

 by Javier Lastras   

Rioba 

"Impressive Local Eatery"

A restaurant explored by locals as well as tourists, Rioba has been shining

on the city's culinary scene for quite sometime. The place has an elegant

interior; it's quite intimate and quiet thus perfect for a romantic dinner

date. At Rioba, grace is effortlessly carried forward into the place's menu

as well which incorporates fresh, local ingredients in the making of all

their dishes. Artistically plated, their food is sure to delight your vision as

well as your palate. A place where art and food amalgamate, Rioba is a

must for gourmands.

 +34 93 138 1357  Carrer de Magalhães 35, Barcelona
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Restaurante Can Ros 

"Paella & More"

A local institution, Restaurante Can Ros has been around for more than a

century and is among the oldest eateries in the neighborhood. A rustic

setting complements its old-worldly charm. This is one of the best places

in town for authentic Catalan cuisine. Seafood and paella rule the roost

here. Only freshly caught fish and seafood are used in their menu.

Everything is prepared fresh to retain its authenticity. The recipes are a

closely guarded secret and has been consistent throughout its long

existence.

 +34 93 221 4579  www.canros.cat  Carrer Almirall Aixada 7, Barcelona
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